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Lyndsey Hicks, Editor-in-Chief

elcome back, GI faithful! We’ve
returned with a new issue and
there’s a lot to get into.
I finally have finished school for the
second time. My accounting degree
is freshly minted, and I’m officially a
second degree-holder. What does this
mean for Gaming Insurrection? Lots,
of course. It means that we will be able
to resume issue production, and I will
be able to focus on GI again. While I
was in school for the past three and
a half years, I couldn’t devote my free
time to GI. School at my age requires
an intense focus to do well, and I was
determined to get it right this time
around. I am happy to say that the
focus paid off, and I will officially end
my school career with a 3.5 GPA overall. Next up is a job in the auditing side
of accounting, which is a lot like my
first love of copy editing.
And one other morsel of news: Hope-

fully, by the time you read this, Editorat-Large Brandon Beatty and I will be
married. We’ve been together for seven
years — since 2Q2013 — and we’ve
been engaged for five years. Unfortunately, because of COVID-19, we had to
postpone our long-awaited wedding
until this month. I am anticipating my
name change (final one, I promise!) to
begin appearing in the 4Q2020 issue.
It’s good to be back and doing what I
love doing: Writing about video games.
While I’m not in the journalism industry as a main profession these days, I
still love deciphering old video games
and telling the world about them.
It’s good to be home.
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2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some
areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and
it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to
the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to
experience what it has to offer.
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Standout video game music tracks in
my collection that should be in yours

I

f you couldn’t tell already, I’m a music
lover. I always have been. Growing up,
my household had a lot of musical ability and everyone loved different genres.
Because of that, I have a good appreciation for sound in all forms of media: movies,
video games, television theme songs. That’s
where this column comes in. I usually try to
chronicle my vast collection of video game
soundtracks (at last count, I have about 32GB
of video game music ripped and tagged), but
this quarter I’m talking about 10 random
tracks from my collection that should probably be in yours.
“Lynchwood” - Borderlands 2 (Gearbox):
If there ever was a track that exemplifies the
Old West and showdowns on dusty streets, it’s
Lynchwood. Found in the middle part of the
Borderlands 2 saga, Lynchwood is the backing
track for several encounters in an Old West
setting, ramping up when you encounter large
groups of enemies. It’s got an understated intro, but it really gets going in the middle with
a big bass beat.

“Crash” – Crazy Taxi 2 (Methods of Mayhem/Sega): Despite the game being underwhelming, Crash is excellent for the type of
car-driving mayhem found in Crazy Taxi. It
would have even been appropriate for the first
game because Methods of Mayhem embodies
that Crazy Taxi life of pickup and dropoff of
demanding passengers. Look for it in the ending credits.
“Fetus of God” – Vampire Savior (Capcom):
Jedah Dohma is an awesome character and
has an awesome stage also in the monsterbased fighting game Vampire Savior. Most of
us American fighting game enthusiasts know
about the wonderful fighting games that Capcom has outside of the versus series and Street
Fighter, and Darkstalkers/Vampire fits right
in. It also has a great soundtrack and “Fetus of
God” is part of it with a nice synth and drum
beat.
“Thailand – Reclining Buddha” – Super
Street Fighter II X for Matching Service
(Capcom): As far as fighting game tracks go,
there are few more classic than Sagat’s stage
in Thailand. Every version of the track is good,
but the best version so far of the Street Fighter
II series is the track found in Matching Service.
This is the definitive version of the game and

Mortal Kombat 3

Super Metroid

of the stages in Street Fighter II.

Mortal Kombat has always had an impressive
soundtrack and the third game in the series
doesn’t slouch. The Bridge is one my favorites
because the synth and the horns make the
track a fast-paced romp in what is supposed to
be downtown New York City. And with the addition of the Run button in MK3, it more than
works here.

“Town Theme” – Final Fantasy V (Square): A
down home feeling comes to mind the minute
I set foot in a town in Final Fantasy V and the
reason is because of the background music.
It’s nice and relaxing. The track can be found
on three different albums: the Final Fantasy
V OST (imported album), the Final Fantasy
Anthology OST that came with the PlayStation
One game and the Game Boy Advance remake
of Final Fantasy V.
“7 p.m.” – Animal Crossing: New Leaf (Nintendo): After a long hard day of doing absolutely nothing but making money and shopping, sometimes you just want to kick back
and relax with a soothing theme. The 7 p.m.
track in New Leaf is perfect for wandering
around town to wind down. It’s optimistic yet
the perfect reflection on a day that’s coming to
an end.
“Red Brinstar Swampy Soil” – Super Metroid (Nintendo): Haunting and melodic, this
area in Brinstar is easily one of the best in
terms of setting the mood for Samus’ return
trek through the dangerous gauntlet that is
Zebes. It heavily implies that she is by herself
and that navigation is one of the hardest tasks
Samus must face. If you take the time just to
listen to it, you will not make your deadline
for Samus’ suit reveal.
“The Bridge” – Mortal Kombat 3 (Midway):

“Main Theme” – Ken Griffey Jr.’s Winning
Run (Rare): It doesn’t hurt that we’re massive
fans of Hall of Fame baseball god Ken Griffey
Jr. and we’ve always been a fan of MLB. However, combine that love for “The Kid” and video
games and you have a love for a baseball game
series that still holds up. The menu music for
the game was and still is a banger. It’s amazing just how much goodwill is created when a
good track makes a great first impression.
“Grumble Volcano” – Mario Kart Wii (Nintendo): The surrounding game might not have
lived up to expectations but the soundtrack
for Mario Kart Wii is decent. There are several
bangers that keep things fun and interesting,
and Grumble Volcano’s backing track is one of
them. It deserves praise for its use of synth designed to mimic a sitar and it makes me want
to play the track.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

Announcing
E3’s death

L

et’s get down to business: The
Electronic Entertainment
Expo, as we know it, is dead.
It’s time to say exactly what
we mean when we say “E3
has changed.”
In its current form, E3 was THE
place to be when it came to video
games and the summer. Everything
revolved around the show, before
and after. Video game magazines
planned their coverage for E3 and
Christmas. E3 meant the official
start of the video game season,
and it represented the place where
fortunes were made and perhaps
destroyed. But with the main players
of the past 20 years either pulling
out or not appearing, it’s a signal
that the show’s waning influence
has become noticeable.
The 2019 show saw the now-usual
absence of a Nintendo press conference and for the first time, Sony
not having a conference or a major
presence. Microsoft eagerly took up
the spotlight and seized the chance
to get ahead of its main competition,
but it was obvious that things just
aren’t what they used to be. 2020’s
show — despite COVID-19 ravaging
event schedules — was canceled
before the pandemic even came into
play.
That’s also reflected in GI’s coverage. Whereas we used to take days
off to cover the show, now we don’t
really pay much attention to anything going on with E3. And I don’t
know why that is exactly. I still enjoy
video games quite a bit, but I don’t
really care for the hoopla of E3, and I
don’t watch the conferences anymore. I think it’s partially because
for most of the current generation
of consoles, I didn’t own a current
system. I only just bought a PS4 Pro
and that was solely because I needed
to in order to get Mortal Kombat 11
when it was released. I don’t plan to
buy an Xbox One for some time, and
I only anticipate buying a Switch for
Animal Crossing: New Horizons, Super Mario Maker 2 and Super Smash
Bros. Ultimate. My, how the mighty
have fallen.
Who knows? Maybe next year,
with the announcement of the
PS5, Sony might be back in the mix
and the show rebounds better than
ever. It’s also slated to move back to
Atlanta. It’s possible that with the infusion of new leadership along with
that change of scenery that the show
makes its mark once again. Here’s
hoping for better days ahead for E3.
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By Gaming Insurrection

O

ur East Asia issue has returned! We love all
cultures and have a healthy appreciation for our own, but there’s
something about the other side of
the world when it comes to food, movies,
music and video games that piques our
interest more than anything else. This
quarter, we’re highlighting the best and
brightest in our annual look at imported
greatness from China, Japan and South
Korea.
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games
Mortal Kombat: Shaolin Monks
A spinoff of the main Mortal Kombat fighting games series, Shaolin Monks is a reimagining of the events of Mortal Kombat and Mortal Kombat II told through eyes of Liu Kang
and Kung Lao, who are members of the martial art order. The kombat has a nice touch and
shows that MK can succeed outside of the realm of pure fighting game. Though there are
story changes that kombat purists may not like, they aren’t considered canon. It’s a nice
beat ’em up in one of the oldest contenders to the fighting game crown.

Samurai Shodown 2
Pump It Up Exceed

Providing an excellent follow up to the acclaimed samurai fighting game from SNK, Samurai Shodown 2 is a must-have fighter in any collection. It was never released in a home
format except for the Neo Geo system, but it has appeared in several collections — most
notably, the Samurai Shodown Collection for PlayStation 2. Colorful graphics, a unique
system, fantastic music and a legitimate story continuation from its predecessor makes this
one of the best sequels ever created.

Rhythm game rival to Dance Dance Revolution, Pump It Up Exceed brings new concepts to the genre,
such as five arrows and diagonal panels. Featuring mostly Korean artists, Exceed has a great danceable
soundtrack and enough hard songs to keep even the most dance-tested veterans coming back for new
challenges. In its first home release, Pump Exceed is a nice enough change of pace from DDR, which is
still popular.

feature
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movies
Battle Royale
Imagine if there was a media series of school-aged children fighting for survival long
before the Hunger Games was a thing. Alas, there was and always has been Battle Royale,
a series set in post-apocalyptic Japan where a select high school class of children fight
to the death in a last-man-standing competition. Gory and intense, Battle Royale is a fun
watch with a few differences from the book and manga of the same name. You’ll want to see
just who manages to survive the deadly competition and how they manage to do it among
all of the other sordid deaths.

Memoirs of a Geisha
Based off Arthur Golden’s controversial book of the same name, Memoirs of a Geisha delves into the
world of geisha, courtesans and artists of Japan that have existed since antiquity. Becoming a geisha
and the rules and secrets of that world remains highly prized. The movie, featuring Ken Watanabe and
frequent scene partners Michelle Yeoh and Ziyi Zhang, looks at a dramatized account of a real geisha’s
ascent. The rise of Sayuri, a girl sold into the life who manages to rise to top of the profession in World
War II and post-war Japan with pitfalls along the way, is chronicled splendidly.

Hero
The legendary Jet Li leads a cast featuring Donnie Yen, Ziyi Zhang and Tony Leung in a
visually stunning wuxia film that must be seen to be believed. The detail in the tale of assassins attempting to eliminate the first emperor of China is at an elite level, and the action
sequences are some of the best to ever be filmed. Hero combines history and breathtaking
martial artistry to create a masterpiece wire work of art.

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
The fantastical Oscar-winning tale featuring legendary martial artists/actors Chow Yun-Fat,
Michelle Yeoh, Chang Chen and Ziyi Zhang has long been one of the best films to ever be
released. Smooth action scenes, beautiful sword play and a story of revenge and redemption that is simple yet enchanting, Crouching Tiger deserved all the awards and accolades
it received and still garners praise nearly 20 years after its release.
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Anime
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Peacemaker Kurogane

Full Metal Panic

When their parents are murdered by anti-shogunate forces, Tesunosuke and
Tatsunosuke Ichimura join the infamous Shinsengumi army to seek justice. While
performing different tasks in the Shinsengumi, the brothers Ichimura become witnesses to impactful events that forever change Japan’s political and social views.

A private military organization called Mithril sends its best solider named Sousuke Sagara undercover to protect a high school girl named Kaname Chidori from
nefarious forces. Hijinks and romance abound in this classic action series.

Infinite Stratos

Nobunaga the Fool

Mecha action meets harem comedy when a young boy named Ichika Orimura is
forced by the Japanese government to enroll at a prestigious academy where the
majority of the students are females and have the ability to operate mecha suits
called “IS.” These highly advanced suits have the potential to be next-generation
military weapons. Ichika, who has the same ability, and his newfound friends must
balance academic/IS training life while protecting themselves and their school
from evil forces that want the IS suits for their own evil plans.

It’s Gundam meets world history in an alternate telling of the rise and fall of Oda
Nobunaga. In a distant galaxy, two planets — Western and Eastern — are united
by a force known as the “dragon pulse.” However, the planets are embroiled in war
in which a forgotten technology known as “sacred treasures” is thought to restore
order. One woman, Jeanne Kaguya d’Arc, knows its location on the Eastern planet.
Together with scholar Leonardo da Vinci, they head to the Eastern planet where
they meet its greatest heretic and fool of its time, Oda Nobunaga.
07

music

Ann One
A prolific Korean American artist, Ann One is known for crooning smooth,
silky R&B hits. She is based in Los Angeles, and her music has been spread
across YouTube mostly. She can be heard in “The Unwritten Rules” web
series and has quite a few singles such as “This Ain’t Love” in English and
Korean.

Maximum the Hormone
Well known for their contributions to the soundtrack for the animes Death Note and Akagi, Maximum the Hormone
is a Japanese nü metal band just bursting at the seams with raw energy and a guttural sound. They’ve been around
since 1998 with a mostly solid lineup that has seen very few changes since its inception. If your introduction is
through anime, look for “Zetsubō Billy” and “What’s Up, People?!” within Death Note.

Gackt

Jero
Though on hiatus, Enka singer Jerome Charles White – better known as Jero
– has made his mark on history as the first black Enka singer in Japanese
music history. Raised with a Japanese background, Jero has lived in Japan
since 2003 and participates in the Enka genre of music, which employs oldstyle blues ballads that usually invoke longing in Japanese.
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An international superstar,
the artist known as Gackt is
an enigma yet ever-changing
music influencer whose rise to
fame has only been within the
past 20 years. Gackt has been
known to write, play instruments, act and produce. As part
of Malice Mizer, a defunct visual
kei band, and later as a solo artist, Gackt has sold more than 10
million albums in his career.

feature

food

E

ver wonder how to make some of your favorite Asian
dishes and what components to use for dishes? Surely,
we at Gaming Insurrection are not the only ones to
wonder. We’re burgeoning chefs with a wide-open palate
and we appreciate many cuisines. One of our favorites includes
dishes from the Asian cookbook. This quarter, we look at the
ingredients that make up some of our favorite dishes, things we
use at home and products we’ve tried and are fond of found in
your local grocery stores.
Chili sauce and fish sauce
In most dishes, no matter the East
Asian origin, chili and fish sauce
are key ingredients. Both sauces
punch up a dish and add a unique
flavor. Fish sauce is a specially
used ingredient in Chinese and
Japanese dishes as well as Thai
and Vietnamese cuisine. Chili sauce
can be spicy and is also used to
add heat, sweetness or both to a dish,
mostly Thai and Vietnamese but also found
in some ramen dishes.
Jasmine rice
Similar in appearance to plain American white rice, Jasmine rice
is an aromatic long rice grain used in a variety of Asian dishes,
mostly in Laos, Thailand and Cambodia. It is much stickier than
American rice, and it is best used in stir-fried dishes.
Ramen noodle soup
Sometimes, there is nothing better than a bowl of ramen on a
cold day. Store-bought varieties generally don’t hold a candle to
the actual bowl done by a ramen chef, but there are certain brands
that stand out. Among those brands are Thai Kitchen, Nissin’s
(formerly Top Ramen’s) Oodles of Noodles and Nissin’s Cup
Noodles.

feature

Pho Bowl
Pho, for the uninitiated, is of Vietnamese origin at the turn of the
20th century. It’s a type of soup that has street stall and stand
origins that brings warmth and deliciousness in a bowl of basic
ingredients such as beef, onions and rice noodles. Aiming to
bring that street fare to your kitchen are several companies that
specialize in quick varieties such as the Nongshim Pho Bowl.
Rice noodles
In most Asian cuisines, a different type of noodles is used.
Instead of flour-based products such as
those found in the West, most noodles
are made from rice. Rice noodles are
found in a variety of Asian countries and
most notably used in Thai and Vietnamese
dishes.
Soy sauce
A staple condiment in almost every Asian cuisine, soy sauce completes meals. As a matter of fact,
we consider most dishes not complete if there isn’t soy sauce
to add. Our favorite brands include Kikkoman and La Choy, longtime favorites in the Beatty-Hicks household. We’ve been known
to add the sauce frequently as a garnish for the late GI Mama’s
homemade shrimp fried rice recipe (another longtime favorite) or
as a marinade for honey soy porkchops and chicken as well as
chicken drumettes. Soy sauce is one of the best ingredients for
marinades.
Roasted seaweed
Despite its awful taste, there are some benefits in eating seaweed.
Seaweed is used in most sushi rolls and is important to other
dishes such as rice balls. Roasted seaweed usually combines
seasoning and a paper-making like process to produce the
sheets.
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10 tech geeks
USB controllers galore!
USB versions of your favorite retro game controllers have become the rage and
with good reason: Being able to play using an old-school controller for retro games
on a modern system gives that nostalgic feel. We look at four of the retro-styled
controllers available to get you feeling like it’s the 1980s and 1990s all over again.
All controllers listed here work with emulation, too.

N64
controller

My only gripe with this is that
analog stick, well, sticks sometimes. It’s not loose as it should
be and sometimes, it’s a little
uncomfortable. The d-pad also
is slightly stiff with little give.
Overall, it’s not bad, especially if
you absolutely need something
to accurately play early N64-era
games. It’s the d-pad/analog stick
construction that will be the make
or break for you.

Logitech F310 Gamepad

Hands down, this is the best controller out on the market that mimics a
PlayStation and SNES controller. It feels great, is easy to set up and works
with all your early emulation systems. It’s a little unwieldy when it comes to
the N64, but I can manage to get that to work as well after some configuration. And, if you’re into Stepmania as we at GI are, it also mimics a dance
pad well. It’s also not that expensive, and Logitech is known for its quality.
This is the best to get for the pre-N64 era of gaming emulation.

SNES
controller

Of the USB bunch, it works the
best and mimics the controller
the best. I still prefer using my
Logitech controllers since they’re
designed with the SNES and
PlayStation in mind. However, the
d-pad construction is great, and
the buttons feel like a standard
issue controller.

NES controller

This controller is the worst out of all the USB controllers. Though it looks
exactly like an NES controller, it feels cheap and like a knockoff. The original
NES controller felt substantial and this doesn’t feel constructed well. The d-pad
and buttons feel flimsy, and the plastic casing feels as though it will come apart
at any moment.
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DYNASTY WARRIORS:
GUNDAM 3

The Gundam and Dynasty
Warriors crossover returns for
a third entry that combines
multiple Gundam series into a
stunning package, PAGE 13

INSIDE
J-Stars Victory +
All of the stars of various long-running
Shonen Jump anime get together in a spectacular brawler, 12

Dengeki Bunko Fighting Climax
Who would win between the Palm-Top Tiger
of Toradora and the cutest little sister of
OreImo? Find out with Dengeki, 14

Vampire Collection
One of Capcom’s best fighting game series
gets the collection treatment. Monsters and
succubi, oh my, 15

Naruto: Clash of Ninja 2
A great brawler that stays true to the anime
and manga, Naruto’s second outing for the
GameCube is still fun, 16

J-STARS VICTORY VS+

Jump into this fantastic
anime series brawler
If you’re a manga aficionado like
me, you’ve heard of Shonen Jump
magazine. For 50 years, Japanbased publisher Shueisha Inc.
brought to the world to legendary
characters such as Son Goku, Monkey D. Luffy and Naruto Uzimaki.
With these characters and their respective series, they became overnight hits in Japan with various
movies, merchandise (including
video games) and separate graphic
novels. It was only a matter of time
that the SJ phenomenon would
branch out to the rest of the world
being published in various languages including English. Shonen
Jump, undisputedly, has become
the standard of introducing new anime
and manga
series. J-Stars
Victory VS+ is
an example of
that standard.
Published by
Namco Bandai
and co-developed
with Spike Chunsoft,
J-Stars takes more than 50 characters from 32 series within the
Shonen Jump universe and pits
them against each other in various locations within each SJ series.
The story mode consists of each SJ

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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By
Brandon Beatty
character preparing for the “Jump
Battle Tournament,” devised by the
god of Jump World to determine
its strongest champions who will
defend it from evil forces posing as
strong fighters.
Within the story mode there are
four arcs: Dynamic with Luffy,
Hope with Naruto, Investigation with Toriko and Goku
and Pursuit with Ichigo.
Regardless of the arc you
choose, your character and
their respective comrades
will face off against others
to obtain essential parts for
your provided ship and badges
required to enter the tournament. I
like the story mode, and I also like
that the arcade versus mode is an
option when you just want to pit
characters against each other to
see who would win.
Control is simple, which has your

characters roam free during battle
to pull off their signature moves
along with a Dragon Ball-styled
map to track the battle’s progress.
However, the downside is the game
camera: It moves wildly about and
constantly requires adjustment. At
the end of each successful battle,
your characters not only gain experience points, but also gain currency called “jump coins,” which
upgrades skills and clothing and
unlocks various theme music and
additional characters to strengthen
your team.
All of the sound in the game is
courtesy of Namco Bandai’s excellent sound department and the
use of Dolby Digital. There isn’t an
English voice track in J-Stars, but
the Japanese voice track for each
character is performed perfectly, as
if you’re watching a Shonen Jump
anime. J-Stars Victory VS+ is perfect
for an anime convention tournament or if you want to spend a day
with friends immersing yourselves
in Shonen Jump lore.
This anime-infused brawler
is another testament to Shonen
Jump’s recognition of being a
leader in global pop culture and
how anime and manga are quickly
becoming visual arts that aren’t
just for kids.
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DYNASTY WARRIORS: GUNDAM 3

Gundam, Dynasty Warriors carry on tradition
“Gundam, what a strong sounding name.”Lacus Clyne, Mobile Suit Gundam SEED/SEED
Destiny
Next to my love for Mega Man, I’m also
a fan of the Gundam series. Since 1979, the
space mecha anime has brought thoughtprovoking perspectives on issues of humanity and war, and has created a standard
for all sci-fi series, especially anime with
sci-fi and mecha elements. Through various
series, merchandise (including video games
for various consoles) and other media,
Gundam and its studio, Sunrise Inc., has
secured its place among the GOATs of global
pop culture. Lyndsey and I have also taken a
liking to the Dynasty Warriors game series.
I thought: “What would happened if a Dynasty Warriors game was made with Gundam elements?” I got my answer in Dynasty
Warriors Gundam 3.
In DWG3, you play as a chosen individual
who has been selected to a pass a test of
skill and determination. Your requests come
from a mysterious Gundam suit that asks
why humanity’s existence in the universe

now playing

should continue. This test is
conducted in four original
story arcs that pair characters from various Gundam series such as the MS
Gundam, Gundam Wing, G
Gundam, Gundam 00, Gundam Unicorn and others
who have heroic, villainous or neutral opinions to
this mysterious Gundam’s
test. These arcs also contain
side mission that explains each represented
series’ history, reinforce a group’s camaraderie or displays each mobile suit’s special
abilities.
Control of these suits is easy whether
you use the PlayStation 3’s analog sticks or
control pad. Shooting and melee attacks are
flawless, and good controls help to pull off
some devastating combos to drive opponents back for a moment. In true Dynasty
Warriors form, your character will have a
partner or partners with similar abilities
and lesser suits to help take down certain
key areas of stages. I’m suggesting three

pieces of advice when
playing: Plan to take
places such as repair
hangers, suit factories and communication towers
ASAP; know when
to team up with
your comrades to
take on stronger suit;
and, keep an eye on your
side map to avoid being lost.
At the end of each stage, your character
will be shown how many experience points
he or she earned and how much gold was
collected. These elements help you to earn
new skills and more stronger suits. To help
your character out, there is a tutorial stage
with practice missions that will help them
earn more points or to refresh basic skills.
The graphics were designed as if you are
playing in an actual Gundam episode with
special detail given to the suits and their
surrounding environments. Namco Bandai
and Koei did a great job with keeping the
game’s formula simple: Keep Dynasty War-

By
Brandon Beatty

riors elements intact while adding
Gundam elements.
The sound is on point with
the addition of Dolby Digital
Sound ensuring that every
sound effect stays true to
Gundam’s legacy of highlevel anime action. Credit
should also be given to the
Ocean Group for assisting with
voice casting, which included some
of the original anime English voices performing their respective characters for the
game. The replay value of DWG3 is very
high and is perfect for a Gundam enthusiast or for a friendly scrimmage at your local
anime convention.
Gundam is and will always be the absolute standard bearer in sci-fi mecha anime.
DWG3 is an example of how to build an anime masterpiece and present it for a different medium. With its 40th anniversary, the
Gundam name has earned the respect of
many anime fans new and old with a quality title such as Dynasty Warriors Gundam
3 to carry on the Gundam tradition.

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5
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DENGEKI BUNKO: FIGHTING CLIMAX

Anime fighter
creates clash
of titans
If you’re a fighting game enthusiast like myself, you’re
happy to see the community enjoying mainstream success
now in the esports landscape. For many years, it was relegated to a fringe activity, something only nerds with nothing else better to do and a lack of hygiene were known for
entertaining. Now, it’s all over the place and there’s money
to be earned. But this is now a professional-grade enterprise
and anime games are taking center stage. One of the best?
Dengeki Bunko: Fighting
Climax.
The game series that I lovingly refer to as that “allstar anime fighting game”
is a blast to play. You choose
from 19 playable and 30 assist characters from various
anime series who team up
in duos to fight each other.
Even if you’re mildly into
anime, there are some wellknown stars of the medium
and some obscure names
that will make you do a
little research. For instance, your favorite editor is an anime
junkie and has seen or heard of most of the series with
some standout selections that she’s personally watched:
Oreimo, Boogiepop Phantom, The Devil is a Part-Timer and
Toradora. There are others like Sword Art Online that are
mainstream enough to draw in even the newest anime
watcher.
So, how does it play? Much like you’d expect an anime

By
Lyndsey Hicks
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game to play: Super floaty physics and off-thewall attacks that feel like they do a ton of
damage but probably don’t in terms of fighting games. The game feels good once you
start playing, and like most games of the
genre, there are levels to the play system.
You can come in on the ground floor of fighting game knowledge and be able to play and
then there’s competitive fighting game-level of
play that requires intimate knowledge of the game’s
systems. That range serves the game well as a draw for
multiple groups and it’s a testament to Sega’s development
prowess.
The voice acting, a major part of a project like this, must

be top notch and it is. Because Sega garnered most of
the animations’ voice actors, there’s a high level
of consistency and gloss over the game’s audio.
The backgrounds are also faithful to the different anime series, so expect to be wowed with the
production values.
Overall, if you’re into anime enough to go to conventions regularly or just having a passing interest,
Dengeki Bunko: Fighting Climax is a good buy. Yes, it’s
got that “super anime” feel to it, but there’s a solid engine
and mechanics wrapped up in an extremely gorgeous package that deserves to be played here. This fancy fan-service
fighter is enough to make an otaku like myself sit up and
take notice.

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5

now playing

VAMPIRE: DARKSTALKERS COLLECTION

retro replay enabled

A biting good collection
Collections come a dime a dozen
these days. Everyone wants to
have a package of their best fighting games and then upsell them
for the next couple of generations
since the current console might
not have backward compatibility.
Capcom is no stranger to this, having released several Street Fighter
collections over the years. The final
game series to get this treatment
was Darkstalkers aka Vampire in
Japan with the Vampire Collection.
For those who are uninitiated,
Capcom does make fighting games
beyond Street Fighter: Vampire
doesn’t get as much due and
press as Street Fighter
but is just as good.
But let’s get into the
meat and potatoes
of why you’re here:
Is the collection any
good? I can resoundingly answer yes.
It’s everything you’d
want of the Vampire series,
including games that never made it
to the U.S.
Making up the collection are

By
Lyndsey Hicks
Vampire/Darkstalkers, Vampire
Hunter/Darkstalkers 2, Vampire
Savior/Darkstalkers 3, Vampire
Hunter 2, Vampire Savior 2 and
what Capcom calls a hyper
version of Savior 2, which
pits all versions of the
characters against each
other. In those five
games is a deep fighting
game engine with great
mechanics and an interesting storyline that invokes
monsters of mythology.
The gameplay style didn’t change
too much between games but it’s

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5

retrograde

unique and
has character enough
to encourage
even the most
hardened street
fighter to come back and learn
more. There are advanced techniques such as Dark Force and
chains to learn as well as movesets
that require some controller gymnastics to master.
The character design in each
of the collection’s games is a bit
wonky from the age of Capcom’s
overstylized cartoonish era of
hand-drawn sprites but it doesn’t
look terrible. The best thing about
the series — other than the gameplay — is the soundtrack.
Hunter 2 and Savior 2 never made
it to the U.S., and Darkstalkers in
general didn’t do as well as Capcom
would have liked. And that’s why
this collection is a must-buy item.
You won’t see this in America, and
it should be. The games are presented in their original form with
all versions available. This package
is worth finding and importing.
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NARUTO: CLASH OF NINJA 2

Retro Naruto revisits Chunin Exams arc
When it comes to the Naruto video
game franchise, complicated concepts have never been part of the
equation. There’s nothing remotely
hard about any of the games under
the banner and almost all are
known for their pick up and play
ability. So, it stands to reason that
the Naruto: Clash of Ninja series
is easy to start and get into it, and
that reasoning is correct. Clash of
Ninja 2 continues the accessibility
that the series is known for.
Naruto is a great long-running
starter series if you’re just getting
into anime. The basic premise of
the anime is the basis of Clash of
Ninja as well: A strong-willed boy
from a world of ninjas strives to
be the best he can be and one day
become the leader of his village.
Because of a devastating attack on
his village the night he was born,
Naruto is orphaned and ostracized
by his fellow villagers while hosting a creature known as the Ninetailed Fox. He graduates from his
village’s academy and is placed on
a team featuring his crush Sakura
and his rival Sasuke while learning
teamwork and the ways of ninjutsu. Clash of Ninja 2 follows the
first half of the series, with Naruto working with his teammates
through the Chunin (first level)
exams that the ninja academy
graduates face.
Clash of Ninja 2 does an admirable telling the beginning part of the
story of Naruto, story-wise. Because
the beginning of Naruto is simple
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By
Lyndsey Hicks

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
to understand
and follow,
the punch of
characters and
additions aren’t
overwhelming, and it’s
easy to keep up with the action and
character motivation. Everyone is
recognizable from the anime and
it’s easy enough to actually follow
the story and learn more about the
anime without the filler that the
series is known for.

Graphically, Clash of Ninja looks
just like the anime, which is a
bonus in its favor. The game is
gorgeous and bright, and it accomplishes the goal of making you
feel like you’re playing the anime
instead of a game. Likewise, the
music and voice acting are great
and feel and sound like they were
pulled directly from the anime’s
soundtrack.
Moving around within Clash of
Ninja 2 is a solid experience. It’s
easy to pull off moves and combos,

and counters are easy to understand and get the hang of with a
little practice. My only problem is
that everyone seems to play the
same way, so there’s not much
variety in the movesets. The character you choose is merely cosmetic
with the movesets and mechanics not changing from character
to character. Other than that, the
ability to jump right in and get to
work is a welcome and refreshing change of pace in a category of
gaming known for its sometimes-

challenging mechanics.
Even though there have been
more games released in the Clash
of Ninja series and other Naruto
fighting games added to its lengthy
repertoire, Clash of Ninja 2 is just
where you need to start if you’re
wanting to get into fighting games
and have a love for anime or
Naruto. With a wealth of modes,
great visuals and facilitated ability
to ease into gameplay, this is one
well-regarded ninja.

retrograde
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Festival at the Old Temple – South Korea —
Super Street Fighter IV: This stage is the home of
Juri, introduced in the Street Fighter IV series. It’s visually arresting and super colorful, with a corner view of
the streets intersecting to make up the festival.

Takamatsu Castle – Okayama, Japan —
SoulCalibur: One of the more visually interesting
stages in SoulCalibur is the location belonging to the
samurai Mitsurugi. Based on the real-life location of
the same name, the stage is the epicenter of the siege
in 1582 by Toyotomi Hideyoshi, one of the important
daimyo and second great unifier of Japan.

By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

If you’re a fighting game aficionado like most of
Gaming Insurrection, you know that where you fight
is one of the most important mood setters in a match.
If the game doesn’t have good locations and a decent
soundtrack to back it up, it won’t be a popular stage
and even worse, the game might suffer. Here, we
present our favorite Asian-inspired fighting game
locales.

Shopping District – Taiping Road – China —
Super Street Fighter II Turbo: The iconic stage
belonging to Chun Li in Street Fighter II has undergone
few changes in the revisions of the game. The same
basic elements showing the stores in the background
are still there, and only the coloring has changed. The
iconic theme has also been updated by the time of Super
Turbo.

Napacha Statue — Street Fighter Alpha 3:
Sagat’s stage is always gorgeous and has a memorable
backing track, and Alpha 3’s version is no different. It’s
a beautiful Buddha statue that always shades all the
Emperor of Muay Thai’s stages in Thailand and no fight
would be complete without it featuring in some way
while facing the former Grand Master.

Hon-Maru — Tekken series: The ancestral home
of the Mishima clan is featured in several games in the
Tekken series. Generally, if you’re fighting in Hon-Maru,
something big is about to go down (see Tekken 2, Tekken 3/Tekken Tag Tournament, Tekken 4 and the Tekken
5 intro). Usually, this involves either Heihachi, Jin or
Kazuya doing something outlandish or managing to
survive something or someone trying to kill them off.
And every time, the music is on point and worthy of
paying attention to.

Crowded Stage – Hong Kong – Street Fighter 3:
3rd Strike: Graphically, the stage isn’t all that exciting,
but tonally it makes its mark by intentionally resembling
the James Bond theme. Yun and Yang make this a fun
stage to play on in every installment of the Street Fighter
3 series.

retro game corner
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
On tap this quarter:

Evolves at Level 40

No. 137: Porygon
No. 138: Omanyte
No. 139: Omastar
No. 140: Kabuto
No. 141: Kabutops
No. 142: Aerodactyl
No. 143: Snorlax
Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for
Pokémon artwork

No. 137 —Porygon

LEVEL

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Keep
Psybeam
Conversion
Tri Attack
Delete
Tackle
Sharpen
Recover
Agility
Moves to teach
TM 06: Toxic
TM 13: Ice Beam
TM 14: Blizzard
TM 15: Hyper Beam
TM 24: Thunderbolt
TM 25: Thunder
TM 29: Psychic
TM 46: Psychic

No. 138 —Omanyte

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

1

Tackle

Normal

1

Water Gun

Water

1

Water Gun

Water

1

Sharpen

Normal

1

Withdraw

Water

1

Withdraw

Water

1

Conversion

Normal

34

Horn Attack

Normal

1

Horn Attack

Normal

23

Psybeam

Psychic

39

Leer

Normal

39

Leer

Normal

28

Recover

Normal

46

Normal

44

Agility

Psychic

Spike
Cannon

Normal

35

Spike
Cannon

42

Tri Attack

Normal

53

Hydro Pump

Water

49

Hydro Pump

Water

EDITOR’S NOTES:
For all of the fanfare surrounding Porygon and
the methods to get it, it isn’t that great with its
default moveset. It has a decent Psychic move like
Psybeam, but none of its other moves make much
sense to keep. Teach it some moves from TMs
and HMs and get it up to speed before putting it
through its paces.

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Omanyte and Omastar are a fairly good Rock/Watertype evolution chain. If you didn’t choose Squirtle
as your starter and you haven’t caught and raised
any other Water types, Omanyte is an acceptable
substitute for the Water position that you will need
filled. It learns a combination of moves that need

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Keep
Water Gun
Horn Attack
Spike Cannon
Hydro Pump
Delete
Withdraw
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No. 139 —Omastar

little sprucing up, and it can learn quite a variety of
moves from TMs and HMs. If you’re going to teach
the chain any moves, wait until it’s in its evolved
form to teach it anything. Omastar can learn two
more moves – Submission and Seismic Toss – than
it can as Omastar. It shouldn’t be your first choice for
a Water type, but it will suffice in a pinch.

Leer
Moves to teach
Omanyte
TM 06: Toxic
TM 11: BubbleBeam
TM 13: Ice Beam
TM 14: Blizzard
HM 03: Surf

Omastar
TM 06: Toxic
TM 11: BubbleBeam
TM 13: Ice Beam
TM 14: Blizzard
TM 15: Hyper Beam
TM 17: Submission
TM 19: Seismic Toss
HM 03: Surf
retro game corner

RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

Evolves at Level 40

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Keep
Absorb
Slash
Hydro Pump
Delete
Scratch
Harden
Leer
Moves to teach
TM 06: Toxic
TM 11: BubbleBeam
TM 13: Ice Beam
TM 14: Blizzard
TM 15: Hyper Beam
TM 17: Submission
TM 19: Seismic Toss
HM 01: Cut
HM 03: Surf

No. 140 —Kabuto

No. 141 —Kabutops

No. 142 —Aerodactyl

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

1

Scratch

Normal

1

Scratch

Normal

1

Wing Attack

Flying

1

Harden

Normal

1

Harden

Normal

1

Agility

Psychic

34

Absorb

Grass

1

Absorb

Grass

33

Supersonic

Normal

39

Slash

Normal

34

Absorb

Grass

38

Bite

Normal

44

Leer

Normal

39

Slash

Normal

45

Take Down

Normal

49

Hydro Pump

Water

46

Leer

Normal

54

Hyper Beam

Normal

53

Hydro Pump

Water

EDITOR’S NOTES:
The Kabuto/Kabutops evolution chain is an average Rock-Water group that learns a few useful moves. Mostly,
it learns Normal-type moves with a Grass and Water move thrown in for good measure, but it can learn more
moves through the use of TMs and HMs. Much like Omanyte and Omastar, wait until it evolves into Kabutops
before teaching it any moves through the TMs and HMs. It’s not that great but you can make it into a Water
powerhouse to help if you need a Water-type and still haven’t caught something else.

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Aerodactyl is a Rock-Flying dual type Pokémon
that has some interesting starting Flying moves.
Otherwise, it’s not anymore special than the other
available Rock and Flying Pokémon out there.
Teach it new moves through TMs and HMs but
don’t feel like you have to have a place for it in
your team solely because of its dual types.

WHAT TO KEEP AND
DELETE

Supersonic
Bite
Take Down

Keep
Wing Attack
Hyper Beam

Moves to teach
TM 06: Toxic
TM 23: Dragon Rage
TM 38: Fire Blast
TM 43: Sky Attack
HM 02: Fly

Delete
Agility
retro game corner
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
No. 143 —Snorlax

LEVEL

ATTACK

1

Headbutt

Normal

1

Amnesia

Psychic

1

Rest

Psychic

35

Body Slam

Normal

41

Harden

Normal

48

Double-Edge

Normal

56

Hyper Beam

Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
If you’re after an especially durable
hard-headed Pokémon, look no further
than Snorlax. Known for its weight and
durability in battles, Snorlax is the epitome
of a Normal-type Pokémon that will take a
pounding and keep going. It learns some

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Keep
Headbutt
Body Slam
Hyper Beam
Delete
Amnesia
Rest
Harden
Double-Edge
Moves to teach
TM 01: Mega Punch
TM 02: Mega Kick
TM 06: Toxic
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TYPE

good moves such as Body Slam and Hyper
Beam, but it can be taught far more than
most Pokémon.
Using the teaching function will greatly
enhance the usefulness of a high-level
Snorlax on your team and give it a great
moveset that will keep you in the fight a lot
longer.
TM 11: BubbleBeam
TM 12: Water Gun
TM 13: Ice Beam
TM 14: Blizzard
TM 16: Pay Day
TM 17: Submission
TM 19: Seismic Toss
TM 22: Solar Beam
TM 24: Thunderbolt
TM 25: Thunder
TM 26: Earthquake
TM 27: Fissure
TM 29: Psychic
TM 38: Fire Blast
TM 46: Psywave
TM 48: Rock Slide
HM 03: Surf
HM 04: Strength

retro game corner

By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

Artist: Cartoons
Difficulty: 3/4/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 150

Artist: Riyu Kosaka
Difficulty: 4/4/7
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 177

Artist: TaQ
Difficulty: 4/7/9
Chosen difficulty: Standard
BPM: 155

Known affectionately as Jesus Witch Doctor
(for its gospel-like singing in the main chorus),
Witch Doctor is a favorite among the DDR
crowd for its simplicity and straightforward
ability to judge status. In other words, if you
can pass Witch Doctor on any of its numbered
levels, it’s safe to say you have mastered that
difficulty.
In terms of difficulty of steps, the steps follow
the music and beat almost perfectly. I challenge
you to find a stepchart that mimics the beat
more than Witch Doctor does within the Heavy
stepchart. There are a lot of runs and triplets to
match the singer’s words, the trumpet and banjo
in the beginning. The best part is that the parts
are very similar so there won’t be surprises later
in the song.
Learn to love triplets because you’re going to
encounter them often with Witch Doctor.

A happy speed classic, Love Shine is known
for two things: Speed and hidden Oni steps.
Outside of that, it’s a standard from Naoki in
the vein of Candy (Heart) and Candy (Star). It
follows the beat well and will stay on the music
so you can judge your steps early enough to
keep up with the blazing speed. Beware of using
a Speed Mod here; yes, you need to spread
those steps out, but the song is already fast so
speeding it up beyond maybe X2 speed might
not be a good idea.

Stoic is an extremely aggravating song and
stepchart. Like most TaQ songs, this doesn’t
necessarily match the beat like you would think.
It’s off-timed and has random stops, all of
which makes dancing to this a pain to deal with.
The stepchart for the Standard steps isn’t as bad
as the Heavy stepchart in terms of aggravation,
but it’s still not one of my favorites. As a matter
of fact, I tend to ignore Stoic in favor of other
danceable Extreme songs like Sync. Also, be
forewarned: It is the song that never ends. The
stepchart seems to go on forever. You’ll either
get killed by the nonsensical steps or the length
of the song.

Suggested Speed Mod: X1.5

Suggested Speed Mod: X2

Suggested Speed Mod: X2

Artist: Yoma Komatsu
Difficulty: 2/5/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 145
Ever Snow is straightforward and no nonsense with its steps. It’s not hard to follow
the music and steps at the same time and keep up Yoma Komatsu’s singing. All of this
creates a perfect storm for an easy song that
won’t overly tire you out. If you want a great
middle of the road song, Ever Snow plays the
part perfectly.
What can you expect from this stepchart? A
lot of 1/8th notes that mimic Yoma’s words.
These steps are timed decently, so as always, if you’re familiar with the song before
playing it, you’ll do just fine. It’s the standard you’ve come to expect from Naoki.

UPCOMING SONGS
My Generation (Fat Beat Mix)
Jam & Marmalade
Do It Right (80’s electro mix)

Suggested Speed Mod: X2

retro game corner
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Kong racing game did diddly to advance karting genre

T

here is nothing worse in
video games than when
a company is stretching
a premise for a franchise
obviously thin. It’s as if no one in
the board room meeting to decide
on future properties stands up and
says, “You know guys, we don’t
have to make this side game about
this character. No one cares about
X anyway.” No one seems to want
to send out that memo at several
companies, most notably Rare.
Rare, which is notorious for the
travesty of gaming by Stamper
decision, couldn’t seem to get it
together in the late ’90s and kept it
coming with questionable decisions such as Conker’s Bad Fur Day
and Perfect Dark’s single player
campaign. Out of all of the terrible
decisions and games that were
produced from those ideas, nothing can outshine the mediocrity
and garbage that is Diddy Kong
Racing.
First of all, the majority of the
time that I’m playing your title, I
shouldn’t be sitting there asking
questions like “WTF is going on
here?” I shouldn’t be asking that
question at all if it’s a racing game.
I should be able to jump in, pick
my character and pick my track to
race. Your game should be accessible and easy to learn, not inspire
folks to wonder if you were on acid
when deciding to rip off Mario
Kart. That fabled semi-antagonistic
relationship that Rare supposedly
had with Nintendo legend Shigeru
Miyamoto is obvious here.
Secondly, if you’re going to be a
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with Lyndsey
Hicks

racing game with mascot characters making up your roster, at
least have the decency to ape the
best parts of Mario Kart. For the
life of me, I can’t figure out why
Rare thought anyone cared about
the majority of the roster in Diddy
Kong Racing. I realize that the
intent was to introduce a variety
of characters who would have
their own games later, but there
is little-to-no redeeming value or
name recognition here. The only

recognizable characters are Conker, Diddy Kong and Banjo, and the
only reason why I know who they
are is because they each had other
games that were successful. Other
than that, a lot of no names plague
the roster and take up space. Oh,
and those expected games never
happened.
Keeping with the horrible character design, the music and the
graphics are just as terrible. There
is nothing special happening with

the race tracks, and there’s some
questionable activities going on
involving an elephant on a flying
carpet. I wasn’t quite sure what
that had to do with the game other
than he apparently challenged
me to a race around the island.
However, considering I was using ridiculously dumb mechanics,
there was absolutely no way I was
winning that race and I quickly
lost interest. If you can’t be bothered to tell me why I’m racing an

elephant on a flying carpet, I can’t
be bothered to complete your race.
All that the combination of the
mechanics, characters, lackluster
track design and pitiful presentation did was ensure that I would
never give another thought to
Diddy Kong beyond his obvious
aping of the best racing franchise
ever created and failing miserably.
The game is unmitigated garbage
and an exercise in an overrated
company finally starting to fall off
the pedestal it generally didn’t deserve. Thankfully, Rare had enough
sense not to monkey around with
a sequel and let those obscure woebegotten animals have some peace.
Believe me when I tell you that
Diddy Kong Racing is just as tired
and cliché as the puns in that previous sentence and approximately
no one is sad because they haven’t
been subjugated and exposed to
more of that tripe.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com
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Assembled greatness completed

“W

e’re in the endgame now.” Dr.
Strange was and always has
been prescient about the situation at hand. Whether it’s his
own battles with the likes of Dormammu or
Shuma Gorath or facing off against Thanos,
the Sorcerer Supreme of Earth is always
planning and stark about the reality of whatever happens to be going on. In this instance,
in Avengers: Infinity War and Avengers:
Endgame, Strange was the most grounded
and gave the most sobering assessment of
all: The Avengers were going to lose before
they won.
Based on Strange’s assessment in Infinity
War, you’d think Endgame would be some
bleak tale of revenge and that’s it. Technically, Endgame does begin as that, but it
morphs into something more. It’s a tale of
loss, hard choices, joy and survival. And,
yes, revenge. It’s a do-over on some levels
also. See, here, the Avengers who survived
“the snappening” in Infinity War have to go
on. They’re living day to day without their
comrades, friends, loved ones and mentors/
mentees. Life is bleak, with monuments
to those lost when Thanos took out half of
the universe’s population with a flick of his
wrist and a twitch in his gauntlet. Time has,
at once, stood still and moved on for those
still around. They’re finding ways to cope
and that’s the meat of the first third. It’s a
brilliantly deconstructed look at the world in
which the Avengers did not win. The visceral
raw emotion of Avengers coping, and the
world at large is beautiful and simultaneous-

HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categories: Casting
(or voice acting in cases of animated), plot and simi
larities to its source material. Each categ ory receives
points out of the maximum of 10 per categ ory and
30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

ly heartbreaking. Of all the Avengers, Thor
and Hawkeye are depicted as having the
most pain with Black Widow a close second.
It’s the train wreck that you can’t look away
from and feel in your soul.
From that wreck, however, in the second
act rises the phoenix of the Avengers and
their allies. The most genius among them
— Scott Lang, Hulk and Tony Stark — figure
out a way to effect time travel. They engineer
a way to travel to different points on their
established timeline to retrieve the Infinity
stones and bring everyone back. This makes
for great comedy and revisits of some of the
cinematic universe’s most memorable moments. Pop culture bits (such as America’s
Ass for Captain America/America’s sweetheart Chris Evans and “Hail Hydra,” also
for Cap) even make their way in, lightening
the mood a bit. But alas, as you make one
stride forward, there will always be another
that takes you back. Hard choices must be
made in order to see some gain, or so Marvel

8.6

See ENDGAME, PAGE 26

vengers: Endgame is out of theaters.
Marvel actors have gone on to new
projects and “the snappening” is now
but a distant memory. There’s no more
anticipation of the next dreadful thing
from Thanos and whether our favorite superheroes are coming back to life. Now that the
hubbub has died down, let’s take a realistic
look at the future of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe.
We know that certain properties have been
given solid release dates or at least have been
announced. Various TV shows — WandaVision and Falcon and the Winter Soldier —
have been announced as in development and
coming to Disney+. Several movies including
the highly anticipated Black Panther sequel
and the Black Widow standalone film have
been detailed with release dates as part of the
upcoming phases. But, while we know projected dates, we don’t know much about the
characters coming and the new villains. This
is where the speculation begins.
My takes on the new phases, you ask?
1. I know who the Eternals are. They are
the next big ensemble group coming up. My
biggest worry is that no one will get them,
and they will be compared to the previous
Avengers even though they aren’t Avengers at
all;
2. There will be a new set of Avengers. You
saw this concept when Civil War hit with
the training of new members such as Falcon
and Scarlet Witch. Though Endgame went
with Falcon as the new Captain America —
bypassing the Winter Soldier’s time with the
shield — Bucky will get his chance to wield
the vibranium. Also, Captain Marvel will join
and there will be another Iron Man or Iron
Person, if they’re following the comics;
3. Steve Rogers will find a way to come back.
Given that the character has been killed at
least once in the comics and returned — after
considerable backlash — there must be some
form of Steve Rogers somehow. I give it a few
years before they throw a boatload of cash
at fan favorite Chris Evans to come back and

See MARVEL FUTURE, PAGE 26
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Con foolishness: Full metal
OTAKU CORNER wildin’ out at anime panels
Brandon Beatty

Trigger warning: This article contains descriptions of
stalking, intimidation and sexual assault. Unless otherwise stated, the individuals mentioned are to be presumed innocent until proven guilty in courts of law.

I

n 2017, the #metoo movement made major impacts
in various areas of society from public and private
sector occupations to various forms of entertainment to empower women. Our geek culture has felt
these reverberations in comics, movies and video
games. The anime industry has also felt this impact
recently, but not in a good way. As an anime fan and
convention-goer, I have heard stories of non-consensual acts toward women at various cons without faces of
accused individuals being presented. As of 2019, I have
found four individuals publicly accused of these acts,
ranging from regular con attendee to voice actor. I do
not take any pleasure in presenting these individuals,
but their actions have placed the anime industry in
America in dire straits.
Matthew Masumi Toyotome: According to Anime
News Network and Shasta County News Source, the
27-year-old Riverside, Calif., cosplayer was caught on
security video pouring gasoline on fellow cosplayer

Julia Monero Jenkins’ car. The resulting fire engulfed
not only her car, but also several other cars belonging
to attendees attending Anime LA in January 2019. Upon
further investigation by police, it was discovered that
Toyotome began stalking Jenkins after they stopped
doing a YouTube series together and she left a Power
Rangers cosplay group that they participated in. Toyotome was arrested without incident at his home and
was held on bail ranging from $250,000 to $1 million.
Eric Torgersen: ANN’s Lynzee Loveridge reported
that the former chairman of the Atlantic City, N.J.,
AnimeNext convention was being investigated by its
board of directors after multiple allegations of sexual
harassment by female staffers. The allegations ranged
from inappropriate comments and touching, offering alcoholic drinks to underage staffers, to incidents
that left irreparable relationships with musical guests,
which caused negative publicity for the convention.
Loveridge’s article mentioned that when concerns were
made, the board of directors gave Torgersen a warning to watch his conduct. Despite the warning, staffers

See CON FOOLISHNESS, PAGE 26

Junjou Romantica 2
Series: Junjou Romantica 2
Episodes: 1 to 12
Premise: Junjou Romantica is broken up into three storylines: Roman
tica, Egoist and Terrorist. Romantica is the story of main couple Misaki
Takahashi and Akihiko Usami, who are brought together by Misaki’s older
brother, Takahiro, so that Akihiko can tutor Misaki for college entrance
exams. It happens that Takahiro announces
at the meeting that he is getting married.
Akihiko and Misaki are upset for differ
ent reasons: Misaki, because it means he
is losing his brother somewhat after the
death of his parents; Akihiko, because he
is in love with Takahiro. Romance com
mences, with a reluctant Misaki along for
the ride. Egoist focuses on Nowaki Kusama
and Hiroki Kamijou’s developing relation
ship. Nowaki is considerably younger than
Hiroki, who is a classic Japanese literature
professor. Thus, their relationship centers
with Lyndsey
on their everyday struggle to be a couple
Hicks
on equal footing. In Terrorist, Yo Miyagi
and Shinobu Takatsuki become reacquainted after the end of Yo’s marriage
to Shinobu’s sister. Shinobu is in love with Yo, but Yo doesn’t take him
seriously. The resulting relationship between the two is interesting and
deals with their pasts as brothers-in-law and their age difference. One pro
tagonist in each couple knows of another in another couple. For example,
Akihiko was in a relationship with Hiroki and Hiroki works with Yo.
Is it worth watching?: Yes. If you love romantic stories, this is prob
ably for you. A word of caution, though: If you do not like yaoi, do not
watch because the series’ relationships are all between men. If you are
comfortable with it, you’ll come to love the characters and their relation
ship struggles.
Breakout character: Misaki Takahashi. He finally starts to come out
of shell and become a little more open in his relationship with Akihiko.
Instead of super shy and awkward Misaki, he’s a little more comfortable
with being in an openly acknowledged relationship with Akihiko.

Monica Rial

Vic Mignogna

Best couple: Misaki and Akihiko. Despite their weird quirks, and them
being the main focus, they are the most endearing of the three couples.
Hiroki and Nowaki are the most serious, and Yo and Shinobu are the most
realistic of the three. Misaki and Akihiko also happen to be the most fun of
the three couples.
Where it’s going?: The three couples have issues to work on separately,
but most importantly, Misaki’s time with Akihiko will be coming to an end
now that he’s approaching graduation … or will it?
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MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

Name: Thanos
Alias: The Mad Titan
Affiliation: Infinity Watch, Black Order
Special abilities: Superhuman strength, speed, stamina, durability, agility and longevity. Tha
nos is a genius-level tactician capable of telekinesis and telepathy, can survive indefinitely without
food or water and is immune to all terrestrial diseases and death from old age. The Eternal can also
project plasma energy.
Background: Thanos was born on the Jupiter moon Titan to Eternals A’lars and Sui-San. He quickly
developed a taste for death, intensely falling in love with Mistress Death, the physical embodiment of
death. To impress Mistress Death, he killed his many children and augmented his strength and pow
ers. He also kills millions of fellow Eternals on Titan and travels to find the Cosmic Cube. He suc
ceeds, wills himself to become omnipotent and allies with Adam Warlock. After betraying Warlock,
he manages to acquire the Infinity Gems to create a weapon to destroy a star. He loses the gems, but
regains them, using them to erase half the population of the universe to prove his undying love to
Mistress Death. These actions are undone by Nebula and Warlock eventually, and Thanos later joins
Infinity Watch as a path to redemption.
Relationships: A’lars (father), Sui-San (mother), Eros (brother), Mistress Death (eternal compan
ion), many children including Gamora (adopted daughter), Nebula (adopted daughter)
First Versus appearance: Marvel Super Heroes
Appearances in other media:
Television: Silver Surfer (animated), The Super Hero Squad Show (animated), Avengers Assemble
(animated), Guardians of the Galaxy (animated), LEGO Marvel Super Heroes – Guardians of the Gal
axy: The Thanos Threat (animated), LEGO Marvel Super Heroes – Black Panther: Trouble in Wakanda
(animated)
Film: The Avengers, Guardians of the Galaxy Volume 1, Avengers: Age of Ultron, Avengers: Infinity
War, Avengers: Endgame
Video games: Marvel Super Heroes, Marvel vs. Capcom 2, LEGO Marvel Super Heroes, LEGO
Marvel’s Avengers, Marvel Future Fight, Marvel: Contest of Champions, Marvel Puzzle Quest,
Guardians of the Galaxy: The Telltale Series, Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite, Fortnite Battle Royale,
Lego Marvel Super Heroes 2, Spider-Man Unlimited, Marvel Powers United VR, Marvel Ultimate
Alliance 3: The Black Order

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — COMIC BOOK TV EDITION
1

Spawn — HBO, 1994
If you didn’t read the comics, chances
are this was your first exposure to
the hell-spawned entity Spawn. We’re
ignoring the ridiculous movie in favor
of the animated masterpiece featuring
vocal legend Keith David. Spawn was
gory and brooding and just the right mix
for teenagers to learn about the comics
legend.

the strip
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Luke Cage — Netflix, 2016

Perfect casting made this show
what it is, and we’re sad to see
it gone. Luke Cage was great in
the execution as well and has a
phenomenal soundtrack. GI hometown
boy Mike Colter sizzles in the title role
and Alfre Woodard, Theo Rossi and
Mahershala Ali absolutely steal the show
every time they’re onscreen.

3

Daredevil — Netflix, 2015
Tight writing, brutal fight scenes
and good casting made this a hit
on Netflix. The first two seasons
were superb with emphasis on the
casting of Vincent D’Onofrio as Kingpin.
Daredevil, like all Marvel Netflix shows,
has been canceled, but it’s worth getting
a subscription just to see the magic of a
competent Matt Murdock.

4

Arrow — CW, 2012
We must give it to Stephen Amell: He
certainly turned Oliver Queen into a
credible superhero. Arrow has seen
its ups and downs (everything post
season 4, anyone?), but it’s still a decent
story and the early twists and turns are
enough to entice you to stick around and in
vest in the Queen family and their exploits.
Arrow was one of the first successful comic
book TV shows and it’s paved the way for
others like it. It has earned its props.

5

Smallville — CW, 2001
One of the first comicbook shows
before the recent craze and
takeover of Marvel television,
Smallville had folks talking about
Superman like they were comic book ex
perts. Tom Wellington did an excellent job
portraying the Man of Steel in his younger
years, but the true shout out goes to
Michael Rosenbaum as the scene-stealing
Lex Luthor.
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Pattern of behavior emerges at anime conventions
CON FOOLISHNESS, from PAGE 24
who were interviewed stated that Torgersen’s behavior continued. A staffer known
as “A” alleged that they were threatened by
Torgersen to “mind my own business or I
would be sorry.” ANN attempted to contact
Torgersen via Facebook for comment but
was unable to do so. ANN was able to reach
AnimeNext’s current chairman of the board
of directors Keenan Slobodzian, who stated
that the internal investigation was still
ongoing. Slobodzian also confirmed that
Torgersen was no longer on the board of
directors but declined to state if he was still
part of AnimeNext staff.
Ryan Kopf: Known as “the president of
anime,” Kopf is the founder/CEO of Animecon.org, an organization that runs conventions in Minneapolis, Chicago and in other
Midwest towns. Recently, staff from Anime
Milwaukee banned Kopf from future events
after an alleged sexual assault that took
place at its con in February 2018. AMKE staff
made a statement to ANN that Milwaukee
police were called by Hyatt Regency hotel
staff per their protocol, which resulted in

Kopf and all animecon.org promotional
material removed from con space and hotel
property. In a statement to ANN, Kopf denied
the incident stating, “When attending Anime
Milwaukee in 2018, I was always in the company of at least one of my staff members.
We were not approached by anyone and we
were not asked to leave. The precise nature
of these allegations remains [sic] unclear to
me. I have not done anything improper at
either of these events, and I fully intend to
pursue holding accountable those who have
continued to repeat defamatory statements
about me.” As of GI press time, Kopf and his
organization remains, despite calls for his
removal from animecon.org and potential
guests’ boycotts.
Vic Mignogna: The 56-year-old voice actor,
best known for his roles in the Fullmetal
Alchemist series, Bleach, Dragon Ball Z movie
series and RWBY, was accused in February
2019 soon after the release of Dragon Ball
Super: Broly of inappropriate conduct toward
anime fans in addition to homophobic behavior. Mignogna was also accused by fellow
voice actors Monica Rial and Jamie Marchi
of inappropriate behavior, which led to many
major conventions canceling his appearances and licensing companies Funimation

Entertainment and Rooster Teeth removing
Mignogna from future projects. According
to Gizmodo’s Beth Elderkin, Mignogna made
numerous apologies in public and private
but decided to take legal action against Rial,
Marchi and Funimation in April 2019. During the trial, anime fans drew battle lines for
and against Mignogna using hashtags #KickVic and #IstandwithVic. On Sept. 6, 2019, 12 of
the charges against Rial, Marchi and Funimation were dropped, which lead to Judge
John Chupp to order mediation because of
ongoing threats made to him and involved
parties. On Sept. 17, 2019, Chupp dismissed all
remaining charges against Rial, Marchi and
Funimation. On Oct. 24, 2019, Mignogna filed
an appeal against dismissal of his lawsuit,
which was approved on December 11. At GI
press time, no further court date was available.
I have gripes with all four of these individuals, which requires going in order.
First, Mr. Toyotome. What the hell, sir? Your
foolishness not only endangered lives, but
also damn near destroyed a convention that
infuses a local economy. You owe those congoers, organizers of said con and your exfriend numerous apologies and restitution.
Next, Mr. Torgersen and Kopf. You used

your positions as con organizers to commit
behavior not even the most heinous of geek
villains would approve of. Apologize and
leave the con scene, immediately. Finally,
Mr. Mignogna. I can’t find words to say that
you fracked up ROYALLY. I followed your story
as it developed to possibly give the benefit of
doubt, but the calls for you to resign and the
court ruling sealed it for me. As much as it is
painful, I believe that you are blessed enough
not to be behind bars. You need to leave the
voice artist business.
I apologize for this long piece but as a fan of
all things geek and just, I could not give these
individuals quarter for their actions. If our
fandom has toxic behavior toward women,
WE ALL LOSE. This is why the #metoo and
cosplay is not consent movements still exist
as well activists like Sean McGuinness, who
do excellent lectures on the con circuit to inform fans. I hope not to make this a regular
theme for GI, but if need be, so be it. GI folks,
now that you know better, do better.
Brandon Beatty is editor at large of Gaming
Insurrection. He can be reached by email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

Phase 3 shaping up for MCU starting with 2021 slate
MARVEL FUTURE, from PAGE 23
reprise our favorite souped-up star-spangled
patriot.
4. Black Panther 2 will make just as much
money as the first movie, if not more. As a
black comic book fan, I know I contributed
about $200 of its initial run. I went to see
it no less than five times and bought it on
DVD. I don’t do that with most movies. Black
Panther is the exception to that rule. I intend
to contribute further to one of the best superhero origin stories I have ever seen. Buy
black y’all;
5. The next big villain of the MCU will be

Galactus. He is the only other overarching
villain that I can think of that would threaten the Marvel universe on the cosmic scale.
This, of course, would mean Silver Surfer
would have to be introduced as well as the
Fantastic Four. Given that the Fantastic
Four’s reboot didn’t do so hot recently, it’s a
longshot for them. But they’re needed to pull
off Silver Surfer, kind of;
6. The X-Men will get pulled back to
prominence. Now that Disney owns 20th
Century Fox, guess who can come back to
the Marvel universe and be done correctly?
Our favorite mutants will enjoy the benefits
of tight writing and smart casting. There
will be abundant Patrick Stewart and Ian

McKellen to go around and origin stories
will be wonderful and plentiful, filled with
accuracy and correct mutant powers; and,
7. With the X-Men does come a powerful
villainous duo, who have been featured in
some of the versus games: Apocalypse and
Onslaught. These two are powerful enough
on a cosmic scale (beyond an Omega-level
mutant) to wreak appropriate havoc and
cause mass widespread destruction, much
like Thanos did. It remains to be seen who
will emerge from that core, but if the XMen come so does Magneto, who you need
to create Onslaught. Both characters are a
menace, not just to the X-Men but to all the
Marvel universe.

So, with my predictions cast, I’m watching any Marvel casting news to see if any of
these come true immediately. For the longterm, we’ll just have to see how this goes
and if Marvel follows the same pattern that
it did with introducing Thanos in the first
ensemble movie and then using subsequent
character sequels to build up to his main
plan.
If you can’t tell easily, I’m excited as a true
believer.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

Avengers: Endgame wraps up the original group saga
ENDGAME, from PAGE 23
would have you believe. So, yes, you’re going
to say goodbye to some fan favorites and
yes, this is signifying that their time with
the franchise is coming to an end. However,
it’s handled well, and it invokes emotion so
much so that young children will cry at the
thought of losing their favorite superhero.
And, for a minute, let the editor just step
back and reminisce about the experience of
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seeing the current crop of Avengers gathered
together for likely the last time. When there
was a pivotal death, at the most pivotal moment — yes, THAT death — there was not a
dry eye in the house. A young child, no older
than 6 probably, cried her eyes out. Adults
around us, including the editor, sniffled and
cried as though we had lost a beloved family
member. THAT is how you do a proper sendoff to a beloved character and that is how
you wrap up a story, one of redemption and
selflessness for the character and the actor

in real life.
Every beat hit and every note cleanly
marked is the hallmark of these Avengers
movies and Endgame was no exception.
Threads from the early days were neatly
wrapped and character investment paid
off for nearly everyone. It was enough that
when the lights came back up, the movie
received a standing ovation and nearly
everyone waited for a mid-credits scene that
would never come. THAT is how you wrap 11
years and 22 movies into a neat package and

remind everyone that you’re the master of
the genre. That is how you thank your fans
for taking the time to care and get to know
your ensemble cast through individual movies and properties.
That’s Marvel, baby.
Like the comics?: 6
Casting: 10
Writing: 10
Overall score: 26 out of 30 or 8.6
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